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Abstract

Stochastic Perturbation Methods for Robust Optimization of
Simulation Experiments

Stochastic perturbation methods can be applied to problems for which
either the objective function is represented analytically, or the objective function is the result of a simulation experiment. One recently proposed perturbation method is the Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA)
method, which has the advantage over similar methods of requiring only 2 measurements at each iteration of the search. This feature makes it attractive for
finding optimal solutions for problems where obtaining the objective function
value is expensive. In particular, SPSA is attractive for robust parameter design
problems where some factors affect the variance of the response(s) of interest.
In this thesis, the feasibility of SPSA as a robust parameter design optimizer
is investigated, first when the objective function is known, and then when the
objective function is estimated by means of simulation. Two simulation optimization applications of SPSA are presented, one related to inventory control
and a second one related to a more complex manufacturing system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Research Objectives

Engineers are often interested in optimizing the performance of a system
or process that operates in the presence of controllable factors and noise factors.
Noise factors, such as humidity, environmental temperature and product aging,
are uncontrollable in nature or are too expensive to control during normal operation of the system, typically affecting the variability of the response of interest.
For optimization purposes, however, they can be varied during the course of an
experiment. Controllable factors interacting with noise factors allow to control
the variability transmitted by the latter, making it possible to determine the
level of the controllable factors so that two objectives are fulfilled: the mean of
the response is at a desired level, and the variability around that level is as small
as possible. This procedure is referred to as robust design optimization, or, in
experimental design, Robust Parameter Design.
Concepts of robustness and robust optimization have been developed independently in the fields of operation research and engineering design [3]. Both
are closely connected with the name of G. Taguchi who introduced the innovative robust parameter design (RPD) philosophy [41]. His methodology comprises
three stages: system design, parameter design and tolerance design. Parameter
design involves the optimization of the response in order to meet given quality requirements, while tolerance design refers to the fine-tuning of the design
1
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parameters obtained in the parameter design stage. Strictly speaking, it is in
these two stages where the mathematical optimization takes place, and is carried out by means of experimental design and a peculiar and controversial set of
performance measurements called signal to noise ratios.
Several techniques have been developed in response to the technical deficiencies that Taguchi’s approach suffers from [27]. Response surface approaches
to the RPD problem are among them [27]. These techniques are generally based
on models which are fitted using experimental designs and statistical analysis.
The fitting procedure, however, may be problematic. Engineers may find it very
difficult to collect the necessary data to fit the model that accurately describes
the system, or they may find that the function to be optimized is not available
analytically. Hence, it becomes important to have an alternate approach that
eliminates these problems. Response surface approaches are aimed at optimizing
physical processes where detailed analysis by a human is necessary. These approaches are therefore not suitable for algorithmic or automatic implementation.
If the system to be optimized is a simulated system, an algorithmic or automatic
approach may be warranted.
One such approach is the Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA) algorithm, whose purpose is the stochastic optimization of multivariate systems [36]. SPSA is attractive in practice because it requires only
two measurements of the objective function to estimate a search direction. In
other words, the algorithm does not require fitting a model. Although SPSA
was originally developed for continuous problems, it can also be used for optimization of discrete problems. In both cases, its main benefit is a significant
reduction in the number of loss measurements required to achieve a given level
of accuracy compared to similar algorithms. In contrast to RSM techniques,
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SPSA has convergence properties for which no equivalent proof exists in RSM,
given its much more general assumptions.
SPSA is suitable for robust simulation optimization, since it is possible
to optimize a response that may take the form of the output of a simulation experiment. With SPSA, the optimization itself does not require a large collection
of data or a human analyst to fit a statistical model, neither strong assumptions about first or second order derivatives are necessary. Hence SPSA may be
regarded as a general robust optimization solver, applicable in algorithm form.
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the implementation and
performance of SPSA in robust parameter design optimization with particular
emphasis in simulation optimization.
The SPSA method depends on a variety of tuning variables, which are
studied in the course of this investigation. Application of SPSA to discrete-event
simulation systems where noise factors are present is illustrated.
The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 presents a literature review of robust parameter design, stochastic approximation and robust
optimization approaches. In chapter 3 the implementation of the basic SPSA
algorithm to optimize low-order objective functions subject to nonconstant error
variance is presented. In the same chapter, the performance of some modifications to the basic SPSA is investigated, and based on that, a new way to determine the parameters of the SPSA algorithm is provided. Chapter 4 discusses
the implementation of SPSA in the optimization of discrete-event simulations
systems, and presents two applications. Finally, a summary of the research and
conclusions is presented in chapter 5.

Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1

Robust Parameter Design
In the 1980’s, Genichi Taguchi, a Japanese engineer, introduced the use

of noise factors in experimental design as a new way of process optimization and
quality improvement. His experimental strategy is based on what he called a
crossed array structure. Del Castillo [6] defines a crossed array as the result of
an orthogonal DOE involving controllable factors, crossed with an orthogonal
DOE for the noise factors (see Figure 2.1). In the figure, four runs of the inner
array, the 22 DOE used to vary the control factors, are crossed with the four
runs of the 22 outer array used to vary the noise factors.
Taguchi proposed a series of statistics called signal to noise ratios (SNR)
to summarize the mean and variance of the observations. The form of the SNR
is not unique; it depends on the goal of experiment. Taguchi suggested three
types of SNRs: “the smaller the better”, “the larger the better” and “the target
is best.”
Myers and Montgomery [27] state that although the SNRs are sometimes
a useful and easy-to-use performance criteria that apparently takes into account
both process mean and process variance, they may be inefficient for robust optimization, providing misleading suboptimal solutions. Furthermore, SNRs do

4
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Figure 2.1: Instance of a crossed array experiment. The inner array is
represented by the large square and contains the controllable factors x1 , x2 .
The outer array is represented by the small squares, which vary the noise
factors x3 , x4 .

6
not distinguish which factors have a location effect (affect the mean), and which
have a dispersion effect (affect the variance), [27].
The statistical analysis in standard Taguchi approaches is carried out
with the obtained SNR playing the role of the response variable. In other words,
the analysis reduces to a maximization problem when the performance criterion
is the SNR. Typically, no interactions among control factors are considered and
in order to set the levels, a simple marginal means approach is utilized. The
Taguchi methodology has been severely criticized [4] not only because it does
not provide a good understanding of the process, but also because by assuming
no interactions among the control variables, the analysis may be very misleading [27].
Response surface methods (RSM) have been proposed as an alternative
approach that overcomes the flaws of the Taguchi analysis. In particular, RSM
approaches to RPD emphasize the role of the control x noise interactions as
determinants of the nonhomogenity of the process variance. However, it should
be noted that the response surface approach heavily relies on an empirical model,
which sometimes may not be true or available.

2.2

Stochastic Approximation and Optimization
Mathematical optimization is a technique used by managers, researchers

and engineers to solve real-world problems and make the best decisions. Stochastic optimization techniques have been used in problems for which the available
information exhibits uncertainty. These are iterative procedures that estimate
the optimal points of a nonlinear function in the presence of noisy measurements, and many of these can be viewed as stochastic counterparts of iterative
numerical analysis [31].
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The stochastic optimization area has been rapidly developed in the past
half century, thanks to the pioneering work of Robbins and Monro [29]. They
were the first to propose a root-finding algorithm, which was later extended
by Kiefer and Wolfowitz [20] for estimating the maximum of a function. Both
algorithms serve as the base of SPSA, developed by Spall [34], which is the focus
of this thesis and is reviewed, along with its predecessors, in the following pages.
2.2.1

Root-Finding Stochastic Approximation
The Robbins-Monro method is the simplest root-finding stochastic ap-

proximation (SA) [36]. Its objective is to find θ such that g(θ) = m0 . g(x) is
a real-valued function (henceforth, the “loss” function), not directly observable.
All that can be observed is y(θ) = g(θ) + ε, a realization of a random variable.
Robbins and Monro proved that the recursive sequence
θ̂ k+1 = θ̂ k − ak y k (θˆk )

(2.1)

where k represents the current iteration, converges in mean square to θ [29], that
is, limk→∞ E(θ̂ k − θ)2 = 0. However, for this to occur, some conditions must be
satisfied. Wilde [45] summarizes these conditions as follows:
• E[ε] = 0;
• an belongs to a sequence of positive numbers satisfying

∞
P

a2n < ∞. This

n=1

ensures the sum of variances are finite in any possible infinite search sequence;
• limn→∞ an = 0 and

∞
P

an = ∞, so that the risk of stopping short of the

n=1

value sought is eliminated;
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• g(x) < 0 for x < θ and g(x) > 0 for all x > θ. This condition makes it
possible to place the next experiment in the proper direction;
• σ 2 (x) = E[(y(x) − g(x))2 ] < ∞
The root-finding SA framework is a cornerstone of stochastic approximation,
since it provides theoretical foundation for convergence analysis of methods that
use only noisy measurements in the search process. The range of these methods
goes from the very popular, such as the recursive-least-squares (RLS) or the
least-mean-squares (LMS) methods [36], to the relatively new, such as the SPSA.
2.2.2

Optimum-Seeking Stochastic Approximation
Kiefer and Wolfowitz [20] were the first to propose a procedure for finding

optimal points of noisy functions. Their procedure, known as finite difference
stochastic approximation (FDSA), approximates the gradient only from noisy
observations since direct measurements of the gradient or derivative of the objective function are not available. The gradient approximation is carried out
averaging measurements of y(x) at cn units to the right and to the left of xn ,
namely,
xn+1 = xn + an

y(xn + cn ) − y(xn − cn )
cn

(2.2)

The above procedure also exhibits convergence in mean square and with
probability 1, if conditions very similar to those of the Robbins-Monro method
are met [45]. In addition, some regularity assumptions on g(x) must be satisfied,
these are summarized by noting that (a) if g(x) did have a derivative it would
be zero at x = θ and therefore the derivative is expected to be small in a
neighborhood of x = θ, (b) if at a distance from θ, g(x) were very flat, then
movement towards θ would be too slow, therefore it is desirable that outside a
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neighborhood of x = θ the derivative is bounded below by a positive number,
and (c) if g(x) rose too steeply in some places, it is possible to be thrown away
from θ, hence g(x) must be smooth [20].
Blum [5] extended the FDSA procedure to the multivariate case where
there are p controllable factors. However, it has been shown that it can be inefficient when the dimension of the problem is large. That is, in Blum’s approach
the number of loss measurements in each gradient approximation grows directly
with p. In response to this problem, two modifications to the basic procedure
have been formulated. The first formulation is a single-sided gradient approximation which only needs p + 1 loss measurements, as opposed to 2p. Although
this is attractive computationally, the procedure shows a slower rate of convergence. The second modification is the SPSA, whose characteristics, advantages
and disadvantages are discussed next.
Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA)
The SPSA method, proposed by Spall [34], is a more recent method for
optimization of multivariate stochastic systems. It only needs 2 measurement
for the estimation of the gradient at each iteration, regardless of the dimension
p. This property makes SPSA suitable for high dimensional problems, since
the total number of loss function evaluations required to find θ is considerably
reduced. This reduction is accomplished by randomizing the directions in which
the differences are calculated. In contrast to (2.2) where the gradient is estimated
in specific “factorial-like” directions, SPSA uses the recursion
θ̂ k+1 = θ̂ k − ak ĝ k (θˆk )

(2.3)
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Here, ĝ k (θˆk ) is the estimate of the gradient at θˆk , and is calculated by randomly
perturbing all the components of the θ̂ k vector, that

y(θ̂ k + ck ∆k ) − y(θ̂ k − ck ∆k )

2ck ∆k1

..

ˆ
ĝ k (θ k ) = 
.

 y(θ̂ k + ck ∆k ) − y(θ̂ k − ck ∆k )

is:








2ck ∆kp
=

T
y(θ̂ k + ck ∆k ) − y(θ̂ k − ck ∆k )  −1 −1
∆k1 , ∆k2 , . . . , ∆−1
kp
2ck

(2.4)

−1
−1 T
The elements of the perturbation vector ∆k = [∆−1
k1 , ∆k2 , . . . , ∆kp ] are required

to be independent and symmetrically distributed about zero with finite inverse
moments [34]. Hutchison [17] offers some empirical results supporting the statement that no choice of the distribution of the perturbation ∆k provides better
performance in SPSA than the symmetric Bernoulli case at ±1. However, further investigation is necessary to ensure that this distribution is also optimal
for small samples. Other valid distributions are a split uniform, an inverse split
uniform or a symmetric double triangular [36].
The rate of convergence achieved by SPSA follows from the asymptotic
distribution of the estimates [34]:
k β/2 (θ̂ k − θ ∗ )

dist.
−−→ N (µSD , ΣSD ) as k → ∞

(2.5)

Equation (2.5) allows the determination of the values of α and γ that maximize
β. The value of α governs the decay rate of the sequence ak in equation (2.3)
(e.g., ak = a/(k + 1)α ), and the value of γ governs the decay rate of the sequence
ck in equation (2.4) (e.g., ck = c/(k + 1)γ ) [36]. The optimal values are α = 1
and γ = 1/6 (i.e β = 2/3), which lead to a maximum rate of convergence equal
to O(1/k 1/3 ). The term O(1/k 1/3 ) means that the fastest possible stochastic
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rate at which the error θ̂ k − θ ∗ goes to zero is proportional to 1/k 1/3 for a large
number of iterations k [36].
The relative efficiency shown above depends, however, on the shape of
the loss function and on the distributions of the ∆ki . In large sample problems,
the results of simulation experiments confirm this rate of convergence. Furthermore, Chin [7] indicates that SPSA yields the smallest optimal m.s.e. among
1
number of y(θ) values in SP SA
→ . The
similar algorithms and shows that
number of y(θ) values in F DSA
p
efficiency of SPSA, in small sample problems, has not been accurately described
and the only recommendation, in such situations, is to use gain sequences that
decay more slowly than the asymptotically optimal, for example use α = 0.602
and γ = 0.101.
SPSA Extensions
Several SPSA extensions have been proposed in the literature in order
to accelerate the convergence of the algorithm. The idea of iterate averaging
was proposed by Dippon and Renz [10], and is basically a weighted average of
the estimates generated in the recursion. This extension has 2 main advantages.
A priori knowledge of bounds for the eigenvalues of the Hessian is not necessary, and the problem of having a slow convergence or large asymptotic mean
square error (AMSE), when the constant a is chosen too small or too large, is
avoided. Maryak [24] provided some guidelines for using iterate averaging, but
he concluded that although averaging gives stability to the algorithm, stability
is not guarantee. In particular, he showed by means of a numerical analysis that
averaging is more successful in cases where the Hessian of the loss function is
large relative to certain algorithm parameters than in cases where the Hessian
is small.
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Gradient averaging has also been considered as an extension of the basic
algorithm [38]. Its purpose is to reduce the variability of the input at each iteration. The simplest approach is the averaging of several gradient approximations
at each iteration. A more complicated approach is gradient smoothing.
Spall [35] also proposed an adaptive SPSA approach. It is based on
two recursions, the first one for the estimation of the Hessian matrix and the
second one for the estimation of θ. It is basically a stochastic analogue of the
deterministic Newton-Raphson algorithm and is optimal or near optimal in its
rate of convergence and asymptotic error. This approach is appealing since the
problem of finding the parameters of the algorithm is eliminated, and it provides
a measure of transform invariance, that is, the method is able to scale the θ
updates whenever its elements show significant differences [35].
The basic SPSA algorithm and its extensions have been considered also
for solving constrained stochastic optimization problems. Sadegh [30] used a
projection algorithm based on SPSA for this purpose. The author showed almost sure convergence for his approach, but as in many projection-based algorithms the calculation of the projection operator is the main difficulty and
one obstacle for its implementation.

Wang and Spall [43] use SPSA along

with a penalty function. They consider a set of general inequality constraints
G = {θ  < : qj (θ) ≤ 0} where the constraints qj are continuously differentiable
real-valued functions, and a penalty function P given by
P (θ) =

s
X

wj p(qj (θ))

(2.6)

j=1

where wj are positive scalar weights and p(.) is a real valued function. p(.) must
be differentiable, positive and strictly increasing on [0, ∞)
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Equation (2.6) is used to convert the originally constrained optimization
problem into an unconstrained one defined by
min L(θ) + rP (θ)

(2.7)

where r is the penalty parameter. This algorithm is easy to implement since
no projections are necessary, however it should be noted that the choice of the
penalty function p(.) has a great impact on the convergence rate. It is possible
to converge to a wrong θ 0 if the term ∇P (θ) dominates the behavior of the
algorithm.
All the extensions discussed above consider only the case where the noise
is state-independent, i.e., the error or noise does not depend on θ̂ k . Gerencsér [13]
analyzed the SPSA method for state-dependent noise. This type of noise typically takes the form of a correlated process and its evolution obeys a stochastic
process with memory, such as an ARMA process. The author showed that his
version of the algorithm can be used for non-smooth problems [14] and that if
certain conditions are satisfied, the maximum rate of convergence that can be
achieved is slightly worse than that for state-independent noise.
Both SPSA with state-dependent noise and SPSA with state-independent
noise have been applied in many different areas. One of them is the stochastic
adaptive control, particularly, where knowledge about the system dynamics is
not available [13]. Spall and Cristion [40] established the general implementation
framework, but several specialized applications have also been registered in the
literature. For instance, Rezayat [28] added a special cause control chart for quality improvement purposes, Cupertino et al. [9] focused on control of induction
motors and Spall and Cristion [39] looked at the control of a wastewater treatment facility. Other areas of application are supply chain management [32, 42],
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queuing systems [12] and parameter optimization [22, 1]; an extensive survey is
presented by Wang [42]. SPSA is well suited in these types of problems because
it does not require full knowledge of the system input-output relationships.
2.2.3

Robust Parameter Design in Simulation
Although SPSA has been recognized by Beyer [3] as an efficient approach

for robust optimization, there is no published literature that demonstrates this,
at least not to the knowledge of this author. There have been several attempts
at solving RPD problems in simulation optimization. Ittiwattana [18] proposed
a genetic algorithm that finds application in the robust engineering design process. Wild and Pignatiello [44] presented a strategy for designing robust systems
based on cross arrays. They emphasized the usefulness of their approach in
dynamic environments where uncertainty exists and the demand for reliability
is high. Kleijnen et al. [21] demonstrated the idea of robustness by simulating
three different supply chain configurations. Their methodology consisted in an
initial sequential bifurcation to identify the important factors, followed by a classification into controllable and environmental factors. The controllable factors
were investigated through a reduced “central composite” design, while all environmental factors were combined into scenarios randomly selected by means
of a “Latin hypercube sampling”. Sohn [33] used a Monte-Carlo simulation to
find robust levels of server characteristics for an M/M/1 queue. He assumed
that arrival and service rates are the noise factors, both partly random; and the
response to be optimized is the mean square error (MSE) of the traffic intensity
parameter. Mayer and Benjamin [25] use Response Surface Methods, but with
the output of simulation experiments instead of physical experiments, to determine the direction of search that gives a robust manufacturing design. Finally,
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Benjamin and Erraguntla [2] proposed a heuristic to solve a robust design problem based on a bi-criteria formulation. They assumed both objective functions
are unknown so that output of simulation experiments is used for fit purposes.
Once the functions are obtained, some rules are applied to move to a new uncompromised solution, and simulation experiments are again run until a stoping
criteria is satisfied.
In summary, one can see that even though SPSA is a suitable algorithm
for solving optimization problems in different fields, it has not been fully explored
in Robust Parameter Design problems, and in particular, not in robust design
problems in simulation optimization. Therefore, the aim of the next chapters is
the study of this algorithm when used as a robust parameter optimizer.

Chapter 3
SPSA under Non-homogeneous Variance

The efficiency of SPSA as an optimization method has been proven in a
large number of simulation experiments [34, 7], however, in those experiments
only loss functions with homogeneous variance have been considered. In this
chapter, SPSA performance is studied when applied to loss functions with nonhomogeneous variance. This type of functions are common in practice, and are
comparable with the robust parameter design problems where, by definition, the
variability of an important response is affected by certain variables.
The next sections present first, convergence conditions and practical implementation issues of the algorithm, and then, a series of experiments that allow to determine if SPSA is effective to optimize systems with non-homogeneous
variance.

3.1

Convergence Conditions
Several authors [36, 15] have proposed almost sure convergence conditions

(θ̂ k → θ ∗ a.s as k → ∞), for SPSA. The conditions differ slightly from one
another, but agree in the characterization of the gain sequences, the iterates, the
noise, and the loss function. Spall [36] gives the following convergence conditions
for SPSA:
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• Gain Sequences: limk→∞ ak = 0, limk→∞ ck = 0,

∞
P

ak = ∞,

k=0

∞  2
P
ak
k=1

ck

<

∞. The role of ak is similar to its role in the root-finding SA algorithm,
∞
P
and
a2k /c2k < ∞ balances the decay of ak against ck . This last inequalk=1

ity prevents ck from going to zero too quickly, which ensures the estimates
θ̂ k+1 to be well behaved.
• Iterate Boundness: supkθ̂ k k < ∞ a.s. Further, θ̂ k lies in a compact
(closed and bounded) subset of the “domain of attraction”. This condition
assumes θ̂ k to be close enough to θ ∗ so that there is a natural tendency to
converge to θ ∗ .
(+)

(−)

• Measurement Noise: For all k, E[(k − k )|=k , ∆k ] = 0. This means
that the noise is a martingale difference [34], and serves to ensure finite
variance of the noise.
• Smoothness of the Loss Function: The loss function L is three-times
continuously differentiable and bounded on <p .
We note that these conditions do not restrict the variance of the measurement errors to be homogeneous.

3.2

Practical Implementation of SPSA
The implementation of the basic SPSA algorithm comprises six steps:

• Step 1: Initialize the counter k and select the parameters: a, c, A, α and γ
in the sequences ak = a/(k + 1 + A)α and ck = c/(k + 1)γ
• Step 2: Generate the simultaneous perturbation vector ∆k
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• Step 3: Obtain two loss function evaluations, one at θ̂ k + ck ∆k , and one
at θ̂ k − ck ∆k
• Step 4: Approximate the gradient according to equation (2.4)
• Step 5: Update the θ estimate according to equation (2.3)
• Step 6: Iterate or terminate. The algorithm is usually terminated after the
number of allowed iterations has been reached.
Spall [36] also provides guidelines for the parameters selection in step
1. He recommends that for elements of ∆k distributed as iid Bernoulli ±1, c
should be set at a level approximately equal to the standard deviation of the
measurement noise. The parameter A should be set at a level less or equal to
the maximum number of allowed iterations. And finally, a should be chosen
in such a way that a/(1 + A)0.602 times the magnitude of the elements in ĝ0
(the estimated gradient) is equal to a desired change in magnitude among the
elements of θ, in the early iterations.
Several authors have recognized the importance of the right selection of
the algorithm parameters [7, 17, 34]. It has been shown in problems with
homogeneous variance that these parameters are critical to the performance of
the algorithm [17]. A bad selection of the parameters might result in a final
estimate not even close to the true optimum [7].
Simulation experiments of processes that satisfy the discussed convergence conditions but that in addition have non-homogeneous variance are carried out in the next sections. Section 3.3 presents results obtained when the
guidelines for parameters selection above are implemented. Section 3.4 presents
results when modifications to those guidelines are used.
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3.3

Simulation Experiments following the SPSA Parameter Selection Guidelines
In this section, simulation experiments were conducted with noisy loss

functions whose general form is given by
y(x1 , x2 , ..., xk ) = L(x1 , x2 , ..., xk ) + ε(x1 , x2 , ..., xk )

(3.1)

where L(x1 , x2 , ..., xk ) is a deterministic function and ε(x1 , x2 , ..., xk ) is a random variable that follows a normal distribution with mean zero and variance
V (x1 , x2 , ..., xk ), that is ε ∼ N (0, V (x1 , x2 , ..., xk )).
Three different functions L(x1 , x2 , ..., xk ), taken from [6] and [26], were
considered. The first one was a quadratic function, the second one was in essence
a modification of the first, and the third one was the Freudenstein and Roth
function [26]. Each of these functions was tested along with a variance function
(V (x1 , x2 , ..., xk )), which drives the process noise.
Since it is obvious that V (x1 , x2 , ..., xk ) is not constant, but changes depending on the x1 , x2 , ..., xk values, the parameter c, in the algorithm, was set
according to c = σmax , where σmax is given by the square root of the maximum
value of V (x1 , x2 , ..., xk ) in the region of interest. This way of setting c is not
exactly as in the guidelines, therefore c < σmax , and c > σmax were also tried.
The selection of all other parameters does follow Spall’s guidelines.
3.3.1

Quadratic Function
The quadratic loss function, shown in in Fig. 3.1, is given by
L(x1 , x2 ) = 0.066x21 + 0.076x22 − 36.77x1 − 23.97x2 + 7741.8

(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: First test function (quadratic):
L(x1 , x2 ) = 0.066x21 + 0.076x22 − 36.77x1 − 23.97x2 + 7741.8
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It has one minimum L∗ = 774.53 at X ∗ = (276.08, 157.82). This function
is tested with additive error that follows the next variance functions V (x1 , x2 ).
1. V (x1 , x2 ) = −0.0666x21 − 0.0760x22 + 36.7740x1 + 23.9761x2 − 500
2. V (x1 , x2 ) = −0.0666x21 − 0.0760x22 + 36.7740x1 + 23.9761x2 + 33033
3. V (x1 , x2 ) = −0.0666x21 − 0.0760x22 + 36.7740x1 + 23.9761x2 + 10000000
These variance functions are essentially the reflection of the quadratic
function and differ among them only by the height. This was done to force a
strong trade-off between the variance and the mean of the response. The σmax
are 80, 200 and 3160 respectively.
MATLAB simulations consisting of 1000 and 5000 SPSA iterations, replicated 50 times, were carried out (see appendix A). The collected statistics were
the average and standard deviation of the distance from the final estimate (X̂)
to the optimum point (X ∗ ), and the average difference between the estimated
optimal value (L̂) and the real optimal value (L∗ ).
The behavior of the SPSA search turned out to be very similar for the
three variance functions. However, for different values of c, changes in behavior
are evident. Figures 3.2 to 3.5 show instances of the search for increasing values
of c when the first variance function is used. The performance statistics are
summarized in Figs. 3.6 to 3.8. As it can be seen, in all cases the search is
moving towards the optimal point. Furthermore, when c is set to a value close
to or greater than σmax (in this case σmax = 80) the search paths are much more
direct, indicating faster convergence.
From Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 it can be seen that both the average and the
standard deviation of the distance from the final estimate to the optimum
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Figure 3.2: SPSA search for the quadratic function when c = 2

Figure 3.3: SPSA search for the quadratic function when c = 6.25
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Figure 3.4: SPSA search for the quadratic function when c = 120

Figure 3.5: SPSA search for the quadratic function when c = 200
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Figure 3.6: Average distance between the final estimate and the optimal point
when the quadratic function is used

Figure 3.7: Standard deviation of the distance between the final estimate and
the optimal point when the quadratic function is used
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Figure 3.8: Average difference between the estimated optimal value and the
real optimal value when the quadratic function is used

(||X̂ − X ∗ ||) are considerably reduced with increasing number of iterations.
From Fig. 3.8, it can be seen that the average difference L̂ − L∗ goes to zero
as the number of iterations increases. All these results are independent of the
variance function used, that is, for the quadratic function studied here there is
no evidence that the results are affected by the current noise level.
3.3.2

Modified Quadratic Function
The modified quadratic loss function shown in Fig. 3.9 is given by

L(x1 , x2 ) = 0.066x21 + 0.076x22 + 0.015x1 x2 − 36.77x1 − 23.97x2 + 7741.8 (3.3)
It has one minimum L∗ = 1356.8 at X ∗ = (261.22, 131.95). The variance
function considered now only depends on x1 , and is given by
V (x1 ) = −(x1 − 261.2208)2 + 11000

(3.4)
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This case, where the loss function has an interaction term of the form (x1 · x2 ·
... · xk ), and the noise is function only of a subset of (x1 , x2 , ..., xk ), is particularly
interesting since robust parameter design problems typically have this type of
structure.
Instances of the SPSA search for increasing values of the parameter c
are shown in Fig. 3.10 and 3.11. Here σmax = 104, and from these figures
it is clear, again, that when c is set to a value close to or greater than σmax
the algorithm goes to the optimal point in a smoother manner. Plots of the
performance statistics are shown in Figs. 3.12 to 3.14. From these figures it is
seen that the number of iterations has not a big impact in the collected statistics.
As opposed to experiments with the previous function, here the statistics when
1000 iterations are performed are very close to the statistics when 5000 iterations
are performed.
3.3.3

Freudenstein and Roth Function
The Freudenstein and Roth Function shown in Fig. 3.15 is given by

L(x1 , x2 ) = (−13+x1 +((5−x2 )x2 −2)x2 )2 +(−29+x1 +((x2 +1)x2 −14)x2 )2 (3.5)
This function has two minima, L∗1 = 0 at X ∗1 = (5, 4), and L∗2 = 48.98 at
X ∗2 = (11.41..., −0.8968...). The variance function in this case is given by
V (x1 , x2 ) = −x21 − x22 + 10x1 + 8x2 + 339

(3.6)

Instances of SPSA searches, when the parameter c is increased, are shown
in Fig. 3.16 and 3.17. Plots of the performance statistics are shown in Figs. 3.18
to 3.20.
The results obtained here differ considerably from those observed in experiments with the two previous functions. In Fig. 3.16, where c is less than
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Figure 3.9: Modified quadratic function:
L(x1 , x2 ) = 0.066x21 + 0.076x22 + 0.015x1 x2 − 36.77x1 − 23.97x2 + 7741.8
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Figure 3.10: SPSA search for the modified quadratic function when c = 10

Figure 3.11: SPSA search for the modified quadratic function when c = 300
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Figure 3.12: Average distance between the final estimate and the optimal point
when the modified quadratic function is used

Figure 3.13: Standard deviation of the distance between the final estimate and
optimal point when the modified quadratic function is used
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Figure 3.14: Average difference between the estimated optimal value and the
real optimal value when the modified quadratic function is used

σmax (σmax = 19.5), it can be seen that SPSA is going to the minimum located
at (5,4). However in Fig. 3.17 where c is approximately equal to σmax the algorithm is not able to find the optimum. The statistics also show very interesting
results. From Fig. 3.18 it is seen that the algorithm is going in a complete wrong
direction when c gets larger. Furthermore, it exceeds the distance between the
initial point and the optimal point. The immediate consequence of this is that
the difference between estimated optimum and real optimum gets large.
The experimental results obtained this far suggest that SPSA is indeed a
useful tool for finding the optimal point of a function that has non-homogeneous
variance. Consequently, they suggest that SPSA might indeed be effective for
solving RPD problems. However, it is clear that the choice of the algorithm
parameters is critical for its performance and further investigation about parameter selection is required. The guidelines provided by Spall gave good results for
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Figure 3.15: Freudenstein and Roth function:
L(x1 , x2 ) = (−13 + x1 + ((5 − x2 )x2 − 2)x2 )2 + (−29 + x1 + ((x2 + 1)x2 − 14)x2 )2
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Figure 3.16: SPSA search for Freudenstein and Roth function when c = 2

Figure 3.17: SPSA search for Freudenstein and Roth function when c = 19
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Figure 3.18: Average distance between the final estimate and the optimal point
when the Freudenstein and Roth function is used

Figure 3.19: Standard deviation of the distance between the final estimate and
the optimal point when the Freudenstein and Roth function is used
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Figure 3.20: Average difference between the estimated optimal value and the
real optimum value when the Freudenstein and Roth function is used

the quadratic functions, but not for the Freudenstein and Roth function when a
large value of c was used. This implies that in a high noise setting selecting the
parameters of the algorithm according to the suggested guidelines might result
in ineffective searches, since the algorithm might not be able to approximate to
the optimum. For such settings, it is imperative to consider other criteria. In
chapter 2 it was mentioned how Adaptive SPSA eliminates some of the burden
of finding the “correct” parameters. This adaptive approach is investigated next.
3.3.4

Adaptive SPSA
The adaptive SPSA algorithm is based on a simple method for estimat-

ing the Hessian matrix while, concurrently, estimating the parameters of interest
(θ). Like the original SPSA algorithm, the adaptive approach requires a small
number of loss function measurements per iteration, independently of the problem dimension. The adaptive SPSA is composed of two parallel recursions, one
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for (θ), and one for the Hessian of L(θ). The core recursions are, respectively
−1

θ̂ k+1 = θ̂ k − ak Ḧ k Gk (θ̂ k ),
H̄ k =

k
1
H̄ k−1 +
Ĥ k ,
k+1
k+1

Ḧ k = fk (H̄ k )
k = 0, 1, 2, ...,

(3.7)
(3.8)

where ak is a nonnegative scalar gain parameter, Gk (θ̂ k ) is the gradient approximation, fk is a mapping designed to cope with possible nonpositive-definiteness
of H̄ k , and Ĥ k is a per-iteration estimate of the Hessian. The per-iteration
Hessian Ĥ k is estimated from


δGk −1 −1
δGk −1 −1
−1
−1 T
[∆ , ∆ , ..., ∆kp ] + (
[∆ , ∆ , ..., ∆kp ])
Ĥ k = 1/2
2ck k1 k2
2ck k1 k2

(3.9)

where
δGk = Gk (θ̂ k + ck ∆k ) − Gk (θ̂ k − ck ∆k ),
(3.10)
˜ k ) − y(θ̂ k ± ck ∆k )
y(θ̂ k ± ck ∆k + c̃k ∆
˜ k]
[∆
(3.11)
Gk (θ̂ k ± ck ∆k ) =
c̃k
˜ k are vectors of
and ck and c̃k are positive scalars decaying to zero. ∆k and ∆
independent Bernoulli ±1 random variables.
It can be seen that the implementation of the adaptive SPSA algorithm
requires four loss measurements: two (y(θ̂ k + ck ∆k ) and y(θ̂ k − ck ∆k )), for
obtaining the gradient estimate Gk used in equation (3.7), and two more (y(θ̂ k +
˜ k ) and y(θ̂ k −ck ∆k +c̃k ∆
˜ k )) for forming Ĥ k . More loss measurements
ck ∆k +c̃k ∆
may eventually be required at each iteration since in high-noise environments
Hessian averaging may be desirable.
In order to achieve good performance, ”bad steps” must be eliminated.
There are two methods for doing this. The first method is to eliminate θ̂ k+1 if
kθ̂ k+1 − θ̂ k k > tolθ , where tolθ is a reasonable distance (tolerance) to cover in
one step. The second method is to eliminate θ̂ k+1 if y(θ̂ k+1 ) is not sufficiently
lower than y(θ̂ k ).
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MATLAB simulations were carried out using the quadratic function (3.2)
(see appendix B for a description of the Matlab program). The reason to select
this function is to have a meaningful way of comparison between the two SPSA
approaches (basic and adaptive), since the performance was satisfactory under
the basic algorithm. Increasing values of tolθ were tried. The total number of
loss measurements considered was 1000, and the number of replicates was 50.
The sequences ak = 1/(k +1)α and ck = 2/(k +1)γ were chosen. These sequences
are simpler than before, but some comments related to them are given later. The
results are shown in Table 3.1
The immediate conclusion that one can obtain is that there must definitely be an elimination mechanism for the bad iterates. This is observable in the
“No elimination” column, for which the average distance from the final estimate
to the true optimum point is considerably greater than for columns where a tolerance was specified. Table 3.1 also suggests not all tolerances are equally good
in eliminating bad iterates. There is one tolerance that allows to get closer to
the optimal point. Finally, it seems the adaptive SPSA gives poorer results than
the original approach. With the basic SPSA approach the maximum distance
||X̂ − X ∗ || was 27.36 after 1000 iterations (see Fig. 3.6), while for the adaptive
SPSA approach all distances are above 34. In addition, it should be noted that
the problem of finding the parameters is only eliminated in the adaptive part.
The algorithm needs to be initialized by means of several basic SPSA iterations,
and thus some “correct” gains must still be determined.

81.64
10.44

474.59
118.48

||X̂ − X ∗ ||

S||X̂−X ∗ ||

L̂ − L∗

SL̂−L∗

21.04

36.45

10

120.23 148.93

185.02 125.09

17.52

48.11

5

21.77

34.04

25

119.55 152.03

119.37 113.36

19.44

36.45

20

122.72

136.18

20.21

39.09

30

119.02

135.41

20.20

39.11

40

225.83

186.87

26.71

43.73

50

1428700.84

293540.34

1918.61

614.43

No elimination

Table 3.1: Adaptive SPSA results when the quadratic function is used
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tolθ
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3.4

Simulation Experiments with an Initial DOE for Parameters Selection
The resorted guidelines are based on the estimation of the noise standard

deviation for selecting the parameter c, and on the estimation of the magnitude
of the gradient at θ 0 , where θ 0 is the initial point, for selecting the parameter
a. The parameters c and a are closely related. Once the former is selected,
it is necessary to run the SPSA several times at θ 0 (without the θ update) to
find the latter. Parameters selected in this way are effective in some problems,
but in others they are not. In this section, a methodology intended to produce
parameters effective in all cases is presented. The idea behind this methodology
is that the model given by
y = β0 + β1 θ1 + β2 θ2 + ... + βk θk + ε

(3.12)

describe the process of interest in a small region around θ 0 . This model can be
fitted from observations obtained by running an experimental design. Then, an
alternate way to estimate the magnitude of the gradient at θ 0 , and therefore an
alternate way to choose a, is to calculate
q

β12 + β22 + ...βk2

(3.13)

The methodology comprises 7 steps:
1. Select the size of the DOE, denoted by δ. It is recommended that δ define
a small experimental region around the current settings relative to the
feasible ranges of the region of operability of the process [27]
2. Create the experimental design. A 2k factorial with center at θ 0 and with
lower and higher levels defined according to δ is strongly suggested
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3. Take a noisy loss measurement at each point defined by the DOE
4. Fit the model given by equation (3.12)
5. Calculate the gradient magnitude using equation (3.13)
6. Calculate a with a/(A + 1)α ∗ gradient magnitude = 0.5δ
7. Make c = 0.5δ
The steps described above were implemented in five different functions.
Three of them have already been used in this chapter. The other two were taken
from [26] and are better known as Beale function, and Powell Singular function.
The Beale Function shown in Fig. 3.21 is given by
L(x1 , x2 ) = (1.5−x1 (1−x2 ))2 +(2.25−x1 (1−x22 ))2 +(2.625−x1 (1−x32 ))2 (3.14)
This function has one minimum, L∗ = 0 at X ∗ = (3, 0.5), and is implemented
along with the variance function given by
V (x1 , x2 ) = −0.0001x21 + 0.0006x1 + 99.99 − 0.000001x22 + 0.00001x2

(3.15)

The Powell Singular function is given by
L(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = (x1 + 10x2 )2 + 5(x3 − x4 )2 + (x2 − 2x3 )4 + 10(x1 − x4 )4 (3.16)
Contour plots of this function, when two variables are held at zero and two are
varied at a time, are shown in Fig. 3.22. This function has one minimum, L∗ = 0
at the origin, and is implemented along with the variance function given by
V (x1 , x2 ) = −0.0009x21 − 0.0001x22 + 1000

(3.17)

Once again, MATLAB simulations were carried out, but this time five
performance statistics were collected.
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Figure 3.21: Beale function:
L(x1 , x2 ) = (1.5 − x1 (1 − x2 ))2 + (2.25 − x1 (1 − x22 ))2 + (2.625 − x1 (1 − x32 ))2

Figure 3.22: Contour plots of the Powell Singular function:
L(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = (x1 + 10x2 )2 + 5(x3 − x4 )2 + (x2 − 2x3 )4 + 10(x1 − x4 )4
41
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1. ||X̂ − X ∗ ||
2. L̂ − L∗
3. ||X̄ last10 − X ∗ ||
4. LX̄last10 − L∗
5. n
The first two statistics have already been used, they are the average
distance from the final estimate to the optimal point, and the average difference
between the estimated optimal value and the real optimal value. The third
statistic is also an average distance but taken from X̄ last10 to the optimum.
Here X̄ last10 is the point that results when the last 10 iterates are averaged.
The fourth statistic is simply the average difference between X̄ last10 and the
optimum. Finally, n is the average number of SPSA iterations required until
the final estimate is a distance less than or equal to r times the initial distance
(||X 0 − X ∗ ||), where 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. Fig. 3.23 illustrates this last concept.
Fifty replications were completed for each function and the results are
presented in Tables 3.2 to 3.6. The number of SPSA iterations was fixed at 1000
for obtaining statistics 1 through 4, but evidently the number of iterations until
convergence within r ∗ ||X 0 − X ∗ || varied.
From Table 3.2 it is seen that for a well behaved function, such as the
quadratic one used here, the proposed methodology is comparable in efficiency
to the guidelines provided by Spall. This is observable in statistics 1 and 2 since
they lie in the previously observed range. It is not very clear whether averaging
the last 10 iterations poses a real benefit since statistics 3 and 4 remain close to 1
and 2 respectively. What is important to note is that on average more than 1000
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Figure 3.23: SPSA search until the final estimate is r ∗ ||X0 − X ∗ || units away
from the optimum
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iterations are required to cross 90% of the distance between the initial point ant
the optimum.
By looking at Table 3.3 the exact same conclusions as for the quadratic
function can be drawn, except that the average number of iterations required to
cross 90% of the initial distance is considerably reduced. Here the algorithm is
able to find the optimum very quickly.
Table 3.4 provides evidence that the methodology, based on an initial
DOE to select the algorithm gains, is a good way to eliminate the risk of selecting
a parameter that takes the search away from the optimum. Besides, it is possible
to cross 90% of the initial distance using on average only 273.89 iterations, which
may be very economical in some settings.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 also confirm the usefulness of the proposed methodology. In the case of the Beale function the initial distance of 2.06 units was
reduced to 0.79 units in 1000 iterations. In the case of the Powell Singular function the initial distance of 3.31 units was reduced to 0.70 units in 1000 iterations.
In no case the algorithm diverged.

||X̂ − X ∗ ||

= 18.64

L̂ − L∗

= 29.30

||X̄ last10 − X ∗ || = 18.52
LX̄last10 − L∗

= 29.01

n

= 1047.66 for r = 0.1

Table 3.2: Performance statistics for the quadratic function when an initial
DOE is used
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||X̂ − X ∗ ||

= 3.34

L̂ − L∗

= 0.26

||X̄ last10 − X ∗ || = 3.28
LX̄last10 − L∗

= 0.22

n

= 45.34 for r = 0.1

Table 3.3: Performance statistics for the modified quadratic function when an
initial DOE is used

||X̂ − X ∗ ||

= 1.77

L̂ − L∗

= 5.69

||X̄ last10 − X ∗ || = 1.77
LX̄last10 − L∗

= 5.86

n

= 273.89 for r = 0.1

Table 3.4: Performance statistics for the Freudenstein and Roth function when
an initial DOE is used

||X̂ − X ∗ ||

= 0.7901

L̂ − L∗

= 0.3895

||X̄ last10 − X ∗ || = 0.7860
LX̄last10 − L∗

= 0.3609

n

= 3574.86 for r = 0.15

Table 3.5: Performance statistics for the Beale function when an initial DOE is
used
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||X̂ − X ∗ ||

= 0.7086

L̂ − L∗

= 1.2091

||X̄ last10 − X ∗ || = 0.7128
LX̄last10 − L∗

= 1.2136

n

= 1551.36 for r = 0.1

Table 3.6: Performance statistics for the Powell Singular function when an
initial DOE is used

From all the experimental results in this chapter it is fair to conclude that
SPSA can be used for solving RPD problems. Nevertheless, the selection of the
algorithm gains must be done carefully. The guidelines provided by Spall are
easy to understand and produce good results in cases where the function under
study is well behaved. The same guidelines produce disastrous results in cases
where the function under study is very noisy or is flat around the minimum. For
these cases an alternate way for selecting the gains is necessary. It was shown
in this chapter that a methodology based on an initial DOE is efficient for this
purpose.

Chapter 4
Applications of SPSA in Simulation Optimization

The results in the previous chapter were obtained from the application
of SPSA to known functions that have non-homogeneous variance. In practice,
however, for most problems the objective function is not known or cannot be
modeled using analytical means. This is particularly true in the type of applications studied in this chapter, namely, discrete event simulation. In such a
simulated system, the objective function is unknown and only measurable after running the simulation model. Since SPSA uses only two estimates of the
objective function itself, it is suitable for optimizing a system that can be simulated. In other words, the output of a simulated system, which typically is a
performance measure, can be used as the input of SPSA.
In this chapter, the SPSA algorithm is utilized to solve robust parameter design problems on simulated systems. The objective is to determine the
operating conditions for a process so that a performance measure y is as close
as possible to the desired target value and the variability around that target is
minimized. For this purpose, the mean square error (MSE) of y is chosen to be
the expression to minimize:
M ˆSE(y) = V ˆar(y) + (ȳ − target)2
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(4.1)
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Two MSE(y) estimates are required at each SPSA iteration. We can
obtain these estimates based on a crossed array experimental design [27]. In
particular, let X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xp ) be the p-dimensional vector of controllable
factors, ∆k be the vector sequence of Bernoulli-distributed perturbations, {ck }
be the positive sequence converging to zero, and D be an experimental design
used to vary the noise factors. Then, the first MSE(y) measurement is obtained
from the performance measure of interest at points generated when (X̂ k + ck ∆k )
is crossed with D. The second MSE(y) measurement is obtained from the performance measure at points generated when (X̂ k − ck ∆k ) is crossed with D.
Fig. 4.1 illustrates how SPSA is implemented along with a crossed array
design. In the figure, x1 and x2 are the controllable factors, while x3 and x4 are
the noise factors. The corner points of the larger square around X̂ 1 form the
inner array. Two of these points are selected by the SPSA random perturbations
(X̂ 1 + c1 ∆1 ) and (X̂ 1 − c1 ∆1 ). The resulting points are then crossed with
the points in the outer array (smaller squares). The two MSE(y) values are
calculated at each of the smaller squares and then the direction of movement is
determined following the SPSA algorithm. The crossed array design is repeated
at X̂ 2 , X̂ 3 , and so on until X ∗ is reached. Evidently this way of obtaining the
MSE(y) from a crossed array design can be applied to any number of controllable
and noise factors.
In this chapter, two simulated systems are considered to illustrate how
SPSA can be used to determine robust operating conditions of a simulated system by means of the described approach. The first example is a single stage
inventory system. The second example is a small manufacturing and material
handling system.
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Figure 4.1: Crossed array designs in an SPSA search
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4.1

Single Stage Inventory System
Let us suppose that in a single stage inventory system one wishes to

determine the time between orders (T), and the quantity to be order (R) of a
unique type of product, in such a way that the MSE of the total cost associated
with the levels of T and R is minimized. This implies T and R are the controllable
factors, and the total cost (y) is the performance measure of interest. The target
of y is zero. Evidently, y depends on both R and T, and is given by
y = h · I¯ + π · F̄ + s · N

(4.2)

where h is the inventory carrying cost, I¯ is the average inventory, π is the shortage
cost, F̄ is the average number of shortages, s is the cost of placing an order, and
N is the total number of orders [11, 19].
Let us assume that we wish to consider a periodic review (R,T) policy,
stochastic demand, a fixed ordering cost, lost sales, and a positive delivery lead
time [11]. The lead time (`) is modeled with a random variable that follows a
uniform distribution, that is ` ∼ U (a, b). It is believed that a and b are the noise
factors that affect R and T the most. In addition, it will be assumed that each
of them can take two different levels. Analytical solutions for the stochastic lead
time/stochastic demand case are not available, but this is a well-known problem
if the lead time is constant.
The specific values used in the discrete event simulation model are time
between customer arrivals = 2 hours, cost of placing an order = $200, shortage
cost per unit π = $9, cost of each unit = $20, and the inventory carrying cost rate
h = 0.04 per month. The system will be simulated for one year. The quantity
demanded by each customer is modeled with a discrete random variable that
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follows the probability mass function shown in Table 4.1.

x

1

2

3

4

5

P(X = x)

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

Table 4.1: PMF of quantity demanded in the single stage inventory system

Since there are only two controllable factors in this problem, it is possible
to obtain a contour plot of the measure of interest, in this case the MSE(y). It
should be noted that for a higher dimensional problem this will not be feasible
in general. The contour plot (Figure 4.2) is particularly helpful to get an idea
of where the optimal region is located and how does the SPSA algorithm works
when applied to a simple RPD problem. It can be seen that the region containing
the minimum MSE(y) is flat and wide, limited by the darker contours in the lower
right part of the graph. It is therefore safe to conclude that many combinations
of R and T in this region are close to optimal.
The inventory system was simulated for 1000 SPSA iterations (see appendix C for a detailed description of the simulation model used). The key
thing to note is that for each iteration the total number of simulations required
was 2·22 . This is because the cross array structure where each of the two MSE(y)
measurements is obtained from a 22 DOE in a and b. The SPSA algorithm was
started from four different initial points (R0 , T0 ): (170, 50), (400, 100), (500, 25),
and (800, 250). One instance of the trajectory followed by SPSA from each initial
point is shown in Figs. 4.3 to 4.6 respectively. In the figures the trajectories are
plotted along with the MSE(y) contours. Overall, the SPSA algorithm seems
effective since in all cases the final estimate (R̂, T̂ ) lies in the region of true lowest
MSE(y) values.
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Figure 4.2: M SE(y) contour plot

Figure 4.3: SPSA search trajectory from initial point (170,50), inventory
example
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Figure 4.4: SPSA search trajectory from initial point (400,100), inventory
example

Figure 4.5: SPSA search trajectory from initial point (500,25), inventory
example
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Figure 4.6: SPSA search trajectory from initial point (800,250), inventory
example

A second series of simulations were carried out in order to compare the
final estimates given by SPSA with the analytic solution to the inventory model
under the assumption of a constant lead time `. For this purpose, only one level
for a, and one level for b were used. Six different cases were tested:
• case 1: a = 3, b = 3, `¯ = 3, V ar(`) = 0
• case 2: a = 1, b = 5, `¯ = 3, V ar(`) = 1.33
• case 3: a = 9, b = 9, `¯ = 9, V ar(`) = 0
• case 4: a = 7, b = 11, `¯ = 9, V ar(`) = 1.33
• case 5: a = 20, b = 20, `¯ = 20, V ar(`) = 0
• case 6: a = 18, b = 22, `¯ = 20, V ar(`) = 1.3
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The lead time mean and variance are denoted by `¯ and V ar(`) respectively, and are determined by the values of a and b. The analytic solution is
found by means of the iterative procedure presented in [11]. Since this procedure assumes a constant lead time, it utilizes only the mean lead time and no
information about the variance is used. For the cases tested here, only three
analytic solutions were found, and they are presented in the Table 4.2.
`¯

R∗

T∗

3

747

23

9

905

23

20

1215

24

Table 4.2: Analytic solutions for the inventory system assuming a constant
lead time equal to `¯

Four different initial points were considered within each case. Again, simulations taking 1000 SPSA iterations were replicated 10 times. The average final
estimates (R̂, T̂ ) and the standard deviations of these estimates are presented in
Tables 4.3 to 4.5.
As it can be seen, if the lead time is constant (V ar(`) = 0, cases 1,3
and 5) SPSA will converge close to the true optimum if started from a point
sufficiently close to it. An instance is the point (500,25) in case 1, for which the
final SPSA estimate is (810.16, 29.08). This final estimate gets close to (747,23),
the analytic solution. Similarly, it can be seen that starting from the optimal
point given by the analytic solution, SPSA does not move far away from that
point, and thus remains optimal. This is only an expected consequence of the
SPSA convergence condition: only when θ 0 is within the “domain of attraction”
of θ ∗ it will converge (see section 3.1).
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Finally, it can be seen also that when the mean lead time increases the
final estimate, obtained via SPSA, also increases. The same is observed when
the variance of the lead time increases. These last results are consistent with
the inventory control theory [11, 19].
(R0 , T0 )

¯ ¯
(R̂, T̂ )

(SR̂ , ST̂ )

Case 1: a = 3, b = 3, `¯ = 3, V ar(`) = 0
(170, 50)

(997.96, 42.51)

(199.30, 4.79)

(400, 100)

(2062.42, 82.91)

(223.35, 7.03)

(500, 25)

(810.16, 29.08)

(131.33, 5.11)

(747, 23)

(734.36, 26.15)

(20.36, 0.56)

Case 2: a = 1, b = 5, `¯ = 3, V ar(`) = 1.33
(170, 50)

(1105.52, 42.05)

(128.16, 4.46)

(400, 100)

(2063.87, 84.06)

(144.60, 4.54)

(500, 25)

(810.85, 29.11)

(36.75, 1.00)

(747, 23)

(789.68, 28.44)

(86.55, 3.14)

Table 4.3: Average final estimates and their standard errors, cases 1 and 2.
True optimum is (R∗ , T ∗ ) = (747, 23) if the lead time is constant and equal to 3
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¯ ¯
(R̂, T̂ )

(R0 , T0 )

(SR̂ , ST̂ )

Case 3: a = 9, b = 9, `¯ = 9, V ar(`) = 0
(170, 50)

(1165.98, 44.06)

(67.49, 2.41)

(400, 100)

(2166.83, 84.75)

(242.82, 9.52)

(500, 25)

(798.83, 28.82)

(87.55, 3.38)

(905, 23)

(823.65, 29.83)

(50.82, 1.65)

Case 4: a = 7, b = 11, `¯ = 9, V ar(`) = 1.33
(170, 50)

(1147.16, 43.19)

963.78, 2.59)

(400, 100)

(2102.80, 85.76)

(215.54, 7.05)

(500, 25)

(855.61, 30.98)

(51.43, 2.12)

(905, 23)

(903.86, 33.05)

(35.03, 1.45)

Table 4.4: Average final estimates and their standard errors, cases 3 and 4.
True optimum is (R∗ , T ∗ ) = (905, 23) if the lead time is constant and equal to 9

4.2

A Manufacturing and Material Handling System
The second case study is a small manufacturing system that uses free-

path vehicles of capacity one to transport parts through four manufacturing
processes and one inspection process. The manufacturing system layout is shown
in Fig. 4.7 and will be assumed to have the following realistic characteristics.
The layout is configured as a loop, so that arriving parts enter the system at the
“get on” station and leave from the “get off” station. A part is taken from the
“get on” station to the input buffer of the first manufacturing process (proc in1
in the figure), it waits there until it can be processed, then the part visits the
remaining processes in numerical sequence, with a possible waiting time in the
corresponding input buffer. There is only one machine at each process and it
can operate one part at a time.
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(R0 , T0 )

¯ ¯
(R̂, T̂ )

(SR̂ , ST̂ )

Case 5: a = 20, b = 20, `¯ = 20, V ar(`) = 0
(170, 50)

(1204.56, 45.29)

(31.93, 1.32)

(400, 100)

(2132.96, 83.86)

(212.56, 8.88)

(500, 25)

(865.44, 31.14)

(38.22, 1.12)

(1215, 24)

(972.71, 31.34)

(233.38, 3.68)

Case 6: a = 18, b = 22, `¯ = 20, V ar(`) = 1.3
(170, 50)

(1281.85, 47.21)

(82.87, 1.90)

(400, 100)

(1562.51, 85.65)

(283.68, 1.55)

(500, 25)

(906.61, 32.68)

(44.10, 1.29)

(1215, 24)

(977.48, 29.46)

(228.84, 2.09)

Table 4.5: Average final estimates and their standard errors, cases 5 and 6.
True optimum is (R∗ , T ∗ ) = (1215, 24) if the lead time is constant and equal to
20
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It is well known that unless any two machines finish each production
cycle at precisely the same moment, they will interfere with each other and
production capacity will be lost. If one machine finishes before its successor,
it must wait to dispose its finished part in order to begin a new one, that is,
the machine will be blocked. If the second machine finishes before its predecessor, it will be starved [8]. Hence the objective is to find the size of the input
buffers (B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , B5 ) that reduces the frequency and severity of blockage
and starvation, but simultaneously minimizes the MSE of the cost given by
C =L+S+J

(4.3)

where L is the cost of losing production capacity, S is the cost of each input
buffer spot, and J is the cost of having an idle vehicle. J is included because it
is desirable that vehicles move as many parts as they can, so that starvation is
not attributed to a materials handling problem. This is because when a vehicle
finds the input buffer full, it has to stay still until one spot is available so that
it is able to unload the part and move. In this case the target of C is zero.
In addition to the system characteristics already mentioned, it will be
assumed that the five machines are subject to failures. The time until a failure occurs in each machine is exponentially distributed with parameter λi for
i = 1, 2, ..., 5 and independent between machines. The parameters λi take two
different values each, 800 minutes and 960 minutes. Since failures are uncontrollable in practice, the parameters λi are the noise factors of the system. The five
input buffers associated with the 4 operations plus inspection (B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , B5 )
become the controllable factors.
In this example, the outer array for the noise factors (D) is a 25−2 fractional factorial. With this design, each SPSA iteration requires only 2 · 25−2 = 16
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Figure 4.7: Manufacturing system layout

simulation runs. Evidently a full factorial design would result in a larger number
of runs required for one SPSA iteration.
The optimization of this system must be done over discrete sets given
the discrete nature of parts and buffer capacities. This is in contrast to the
inventory system in the previous example, where the controllable factors can
take any real value and were therefore suitable for continuous optimization. Hill
et al. [16] propose a modification to the basic SPSA algorithm to obtain an
optimization method for functions defined on a grid of points having integer
components. The modification is as follows. Let Z denote the set of integers,
and Z p denote the grid of p-dimensional points with integer coordinates. For
x ∈ Z p , let bxc denote the vector obtained by rounding down the components
of x to the nearest integers. Then at iteration k, take two values of the noisy
function y(·), and with those values obtain the gradient estimate H(k, θ) in the
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usual way in SPSA. Thus, the discrete SPSA optimization algorithm is given by
θ̂ k+1 = θ̂ k − ak bHc(k, θ̂ k )

(4.4)

where the iterates θ̂ k are also constrained to lie in the set Z p
In the manufacturing model, coded in ARENA (see appendix D), the
parts arrive according to an exponential distribution with parameter 4 minutes.
The service time is assumed to be the same for all 5 machines and also follows an
exponential distribution with mean parameter equal to 4 minutes. The number
of vehicles in the system was fixed and equal to 8. They do not accelerate or decelerate when moving around the system. Regarding the costs, it is assumed that
losing production capacity is much more expensive than having larger buffers or
having an idle vehicle. Hence, L  J > S. Despite S being small compared to
the other costs, it is not acceptable to have very big buffers. Physical space may
restrict their size. Therefore, in this case, two constraints are imposed over the
buffers, Bi ≤ 35 and Bi ≥ 0. The way to handle these constraints is by means
of projections into the feasible region [30].
Ten replicates each of 1000 SPSA iterations were conducted from 10 different initial points. Figs. 4.8 to 4.11 show the results. Since the dimension of
this problem does not allow to have a geometric characterization of the optimal
region, the most sensible thing to do is to select a final estimate that gives the
minimum average MSE(C). According to this criterion (11.55, 19, 10, 11.55, 7.66)
(first row in Fig. 4.8) is the best combination of input buffer sizes. However
(11.44, 25.88, 12.55, 11.33, 19.55) (second row in Fig. 4.8) could also be a good
combination because even though its average MSE(C) is higher, its standard
deviation is lower. From Figs. 4.8 to 4.11 it is evident that some initial points
are better than others. This is specially applicable to the last two points, for
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which the algorithm ends up on the boundary of the feasible region, and unable
to get away from it, produces poor results. It should be noted that the selection
of the buffer sizes depends entirely on the available information. Lower MSE values might be found if more initial points are simulated, but the figures provides
sufficient information to illustrate the application of SPSA as a RPD optimizer
in a realistic scenario.
In summary, the results in this chapter confirm that SPSA can be an
effective tool for robust parameter design optimization of realistic discrete-event
simulation models. It has been shown that the use of crossed array designs is
advantageous when the system cannot be modeled by analytical means. The
solutions obtained for the inventory system lay all in the optimal region independently of the initial point of the algorithm, and this was checked graphically.
However, one must be aware that the optimization of more complex systems can
be more expensive since the number of simulations in the crossed arrays can
rapidly grow .

Figure 4.8: Simulation results of the manufacturing system, initial points 1 to 3
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Figure 4.9: Simulation results of the manufacturing system, initial points 4 to 6
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Figure 4.10: Simulation results of the manufacturing system, initial points 7 to 9
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Figure 4.11: Simulation results of the manufacturing system, initial point 10
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Chapter 5
Conclusions

In this thesis, the Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation
(SPSA) algorithm was implemented to investigate its adaptation and performance for solving robust parameter design problems. The algorithm was first
implemented in cases were there is an analytical expression for the objective
function including an explicit expression for the non-homogeneous variance of
the errors. Then, SPSA was implemented via crossed arrays and a MSE objective in cases where the objective function (MSE) is not known but is estimated
by means of a discrete-event simulation model. The results obtained are summarized below.
SPSA is an easy-to-implement optimization algorithm. It is very efficient
in settings where only noisy measurements of the objective function are available because only 2 observations are required to find the direction of search.
It was observed that SPSA is effective when the objective function has nonhomogeneous variance. Simulation results suggest that SPSA is able to find
the optimal points when some of the variables also affect the variability of the
response. The latter is particularly important since it is implied that SPSA is
efficient for solving RPD problems. It was observed that the performance of
the algorithm is highly influenced by its internal parameters which need to be
selected. Guidelines suggested in the literature for their selection seem to be
67
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inadequate sometimes. For different functions the algorithm either approaches
the optimal region or gets away from it, even though the parameters are chosen
according to the same published guidelines.
Adaptive SPSA algorithms have been proposed in the literature to cope
with the parameter tuning problem. Our results indicate, however, that Adaptive SPSA can produce even poorer results than the basic SPSA version. Furthermore, the implementation of the adaptive algorithm is troublesome, as an
elimination mechanism for bad iterates needs to be specified.
In this thesis, a new methodology for selecting the parameters of the
basic SPSA algorithm was presented. The methodology is based on running an
experimental design to better estimate the magnitude of the gradient around the
initial point. The procedure was studied from simulations of five functions that
have a non-homogeneous variance error term added to them. It was observed
that the algorithm was able to give estimates closer to the optimum in all cases.
In the second part of this thesis, SPSA was implemented to obtain a
robust solution of a discrete-event simulated system. For this purpose the key
tool was the use of a crossed array design and a MSE objective function. The
MSE objective accounts for both the variance and the mean of the response of
interest as a function of the controllable factors, which are then optimized using
SPSA. Two applications were studied, a single stage inventory system for which
the quality of the solutions was easy to verify, and a more realistic manufacturing
system. The simulation solutions were checked graphically and compared with
their analytical counterparts when possible. In general, they showed the ability
of the algorithm to converge to a robust solution, that is, a solution that is not
sensitive to variation in the noise factors. Nonetheless, the potential of SPSA for
achieving large savings in the total number of measurements required to estimate
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the optimum is only realized when the crossed array structure is not very large.
Further research is hence necessary for finding crossed array structures with a
small number of runs that allow solving an RPD problem, while concurrently
taking advantage of the SPSA features.
The general conclusion from all the simulations performed in this thesis
is that SPSA is indeed a useful tool for robust parameter design optimization,
not only for systems modeled analytically, but also for systems for which only
simulated values of the objective function are available.

APPENDICES
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Appendix A
Matlab Code to Simulate the Basic SPSA Algorithm

This program is used to simulate the basic SPSA algorithm [37] under
non-homogeneous variance. The inputs are: the dimension of the problem, the
values for the parameters a and c, the initial point, and the true optimum. The
outputs are: a contour plot of the loss function along with SPSA search trajectories, and the performance statistics.
x=200:1:350;
y=100:1:250;
[xx,yy] = meshgrid(x,y);
z=Loss(xx,yy)
contour(xx,yy,z);
hold on;
for count=1:10
n=1000;
a=a;
c=c;
A=90;
alpha=0.602;
gamma=0.101;
p=2;
theta=[350,100];
thetaTry =[350,100];
for k=0:n-1
ak=a/(k+1+A)^alpha;
ck=c/(k+1)^gamma;
delta=2*round(rand(p,1))-1;
thetaplus=theta’+ck*delta;
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thetaminus=theta’-ck*delta;
ns = Noise(thetaplus);
yplus=Loss(thetaplus, ns);
ns = Noise(thetaminus);
yminus=Loss(thetaminus, ns);
ghat=(yplus-yminus)./(2*ck*delta);
theta=theta-ak*ghat’;
thetaTry=[thetaTry;theta];
end
plot (thetaTry(:,1),thetaTry(:,2))
stat(count,1)=theta(1);
stat(count,2)=theta(2);
end

Appendix B
Matlab Code to Simulate the Adaptive SPSA
Algorithm

This program is used to simulate the Adaptive SPSA algorithm [37] under non-homogeneous variance. The inputs are: the dimension of the problem,
the values for the parameters a and c used to initialized the adaptive part of the
algorithm, the number of measurements for initialization, the tolθ tolerance used
to eliminate bad iterates, the initial point, and the true optimum. The outputs
are: a contour plot of the loss function along with SPSA search trajectories, and
the performance statistics.
p=2;
a1=0.6771;
a2=1;
A1=100;
A2=1;
c1=1;
c2=2*c1;
ctilda=2*c2;
alpha1=.602;
alpha2=.602;
gamma1=.101;
gamma2=.101;
n=1000;
N=20; %no. of function meas. for initialization
cases=50;
gH avg=1; %no. of averaged gradients/Hessian
tolerancetheta=2;
ns=0;
theta 0=[350,100]’;
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thetaTry =[350,100];
truetheta=[276.08, 157.82]’;
for j=1:cases
theta=theta 0;
Hbar=eye(p);
%%% INITIAL N ITERATIONS PRIOR TO ADAPTIVE SPSA ITERATIONS %%%
for k=1:N
ak=a1/(k+A1)^alpha1;
ck=c1/k^gamma1;
delta=2*round(rand(p,1))-1;
thetaplus=theta+ck*delta;
thetaminus=theta-ck*delta;
ns = Noise(thetaplus);
yplus=Loss(thetaplus, ns);
ns = Noise(thetaminus);
yminus=Loss(thetaminus, ns);
ghat=(yplus-yminus)./(2*ck*delta);
thetalag=theta;
theta=theta-ak*ghat;
end
thetaTry=[thetaTry;theta’];
end
%%% START ADAPTIVE SPSA ITERATIONS %%%
for k=1:(n-N)/(gH avg*4)
a k=a2/(k+A2)^alpha2;
c k=c2/k^gamma2;
ctilda k=ctilda/(k+1)^gamma2;
ghatinput=0;
Hhatinput=0;
%%% GENERATION OF AVERAGED GRADIENT AND HESSIAN %%%
%%% (NO AVERAGING IF gH avg=1) %%%
for m=1:gH avg
delta=2*round(rand(p,1))-1;
thetaplus=theta+ck*delta;
thetaminus=theta-ck*delta;
ns = Noise(thetaplus);
yplus=Loss(thetaplus, ns);
ns = Noise(thetaminus);
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yminus=Loss(thetaminus, ns);
ghat=(yplus-yminus)./(2*ck*delta)
%%% GENERATE THE HESSIAN UPDATE %%%
deltatilda=2*round(rand(p,1))-1;
thetaplustilda= thetaplus + ctilda k*deltatilda;
thetaminustilda= thetaminus + ctilda k*deltatilda;
ns = Noise(thetaplustilda);
yplustilda=Loss(thetaplustilda, ns);
ns = Noise(thetaminustilda);
yminustilda=Loss(thetaminustilda, ns);
ghatplus=(yplustilda-yplus)./(ctilda k*deltatilda);
ghatminus=(yminustilda-yminus)./(ctilda k*deltatilda);
%%% STATEMENT PROVIDING AN AVERAGE OF SP GRAD. APPROXS.
PER ITERATION %%%
ghatinput=((m-1)/m)*ghatinput+ghat/m;
deltaghat=ghatplus-ghatminus;
for i=1:p
Hhat(:,i)=deltaghat(i)./(2*c k*delta);
end
Hhat=.5*(Hhat+Hhat’);
Hhatinput=((m-1)/m)*Hhatinput+Hhat/m;
end
Hbar= (k/(k+1)*Hbar) + (Hhatinput/(k+1));
%%% THETA UPDATE BELOW USES GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION %%%
%%% TO AVOID DIRECT COMPUTATION OF HESSIAN INVERSE %%%
Hbarbar=sqrtm(Hbar*Hbar+.000001*eye(p)/k);
thetalag=theta;
theta=theta-a k*(Hbarbar\ghatinput);
%%% BLOCKING BELOW BASED ON TOLERANCE %%%
if max(abs(thetalag-theta)) >tolerancetheta;
theta=thetalag;
end
thetaTry=[thetaTry;theta’];
end
plot(thetaTry(:,1),thetaTry(:,2));
statThetaBase(j,1)=theta(1);
statThetaBase(j,2)=theta(2);

Appendix C
VBA Code to Simulate an Inventory System

This program is used to simulate the single stage inventory system and
find a robust solution (R̂∗ , T̂ ∗ ) when the lead time is the noise factor. The inputs are: the starting point, the simulation run length, costs, demand, and lead
time. These inputs are read from an Excel spreadsheet. The outputs of the
program are the estimates (R̂, T̂ ) at each SPSA iteration. The most important
subroutines are: simulating inventory, initiate inventory, generation inventory,
and transition inventory. The simulating inventory subroutine handles the clock
and controls the generation of events and evolution of the inventory. The generation inventory subroutine generates the three types of events of the system: customer arrival, placement of an order, and replenishment. The transition inventory subroutine updates the variables of inventory, shortages, and
number of orders placed.
Private Sub SimulateInvCmd Click()
%%% Variable Initialization %%%
k = 0
b = 0
yb = 0
var = 0
yplus = 0
yminus = 0
row = 0
col = 0
n sheet = 1
%%% Read Data From Excel Sheet%%%
reading inventory n sheet, inv in, R, runLength, hours day,
p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem,
lead min, lead max, prob, x, alias, q, fault
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T, C shortg, lead min2, lead max2
If fault = True Then Exit Sub
%%% Simulation Optimization %%%
For count = 1 To 10
n = 1000
a initial = a initial
c = c
A = 90
alpha = 0.602
gamma = 0.101
p = 2
ReDim theta(p)
ReDim thetaplus(p)
ReDim thetaminus(p)
ReDim ghat(p)
ReDim delta(p)
ReDim total cost(4)
theta(1) = R
theta(2) = T
col = 1
row = 3
For k = 0 To n - 1
ak = a initial / (k + 1 + A) ^ alpha
ck = c / (k + 1) ^ gamma
For b = 1 To p
delta(b) = Bernoulli(10)
Next
thetaplus(1) = theta(1) + ck * delta(1)
thetaplus(2) = theta(2) + ck * 60 * hours day * delta(2)
thetaminus(1) = theta(1) - ck * delta(1)
thetaminus(2) = theta(2) - ck * 60 * hours day * delta(2)
total cost(1) = simulating inventory(n sheet, inv in,
thetaplus(1), p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem, lead min,
lead max, hours day, runLength, x, alias, q, inv acum, demand, shortage,
fault, thetaplus(2), C shortg)
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total cost(2) = simulating inventory(n sheet, inv in,
thetaplus(1), p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem, lead min,
lead max2, hours day, runLength, x, alias, q, inv acum, demand, shortage,
fault, thetaplus(2), C shortg)
total cost(3) = simulating inventory(n sheet, inv in,
thetaplus(1), p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem, lead min2,
lead max, hours day, runLength, x, alias, q, inv acum, demand, shortage,
fault, thetaplus(2), C shortg)
total cost(4) = simulating inventory(n sheet, inv in,
thetaplus(1), p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem, lead min2,
lead max2, hours day, runLength, x, alias, q, inv acum, demand, shortage,
fault, thetaplus(2), C shortg)
yb = (total cost(1)+total cost(2)+total cost(3)+total cost(4))/4
var = ((total cost(1) - yb) ^ 2 + (total cost(2) yb) ^ 2 + (total cost(3) - yb) ^ 2 + (total cost(4) - yb) ^ 2) / 3
yplus = var + yb ^ 2
total cost(1) = simulating inventory(n sheet, inv in,
thetaminus(1), p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem, lead min,
lead max, hours day, runLength, x, alias, q, inv acum, demand, shortage,
fault, thetaminus(2), C shortg)
total cost(2) = simulating inventory(n sheet, inv in,
thetaminus(1), p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem, lead min,
lead max2, hours day, runLength, x, alias, q, inv acum, demand, shortage,
fault, thetaminus(2), C shortg)
total cost(3) = simulating inventory(n sheet, inv in,
thetaminus(1), p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem, lead min2,
lead max, hours day, runLength, x, alias, q, inv acum, demand, shortage,
fault, thetaminus(2), C shortg)
total cost(4) = simulating inventory(n sheet, inv in,
thetaminus(1), p vendor, p consumr, c orden, c inv, alfa, max dem, lead min2,
lead max2, hours day, runLength, x, alias, q, inv acum, demand, shortage,
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fault, thetaminus(2), C shortg)
yb = (total cost(1)+total cost(2)+total cost(3)+total cost(4))/4
var = ((total cost(1) - yb) ^ 2 + (total cost(2) yb) ^ 2 + (total cost(3) - yb) ^ 2 + (total cost(4) - yb) ^ 2) / 3
yminus = var + yb ^ 2
ghat(1) = (yplus - yminus) / (2 * ck * delta(1))
ghat(2) = (yplus - yminus) / (2 * ck * delta(2))
theta(1) = theta(1) - (ak * ghat(1))
theta(2) = theta(2) - (ak * ghat(2))
Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(5).Cells(row,col) = ghat(1)
Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(5).Cells(row,col+1) = ghat(2)
Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(5).Cells(row,col+2) = theta(1)
Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(5).Cells(row,col+3) = theta(2)
/ (60 * hours day)
row = row + 1
Next
Next
End Sub
%%%%%%%% SUBROUTINES %%%%%%%%
Public Sub reading inventory(n sheet As Integer, inv in As Long, R As
Long, runLength As Double, hours day As Double, p vendor As Double,
p consumr As Double, c orden As Double, c inv As Double, alfa As Double,
max dem As Long, lead min As Double, lead max As Double, prob() As Double,
x() As Double, alias() As Long, q() As Double, fault As Boolean, T As
Double, C shortg As Double, lead min2 As Double, lead max2 As Double)
%%%%%% This subroutine reads the inputs from the Excel spreadsheet %%%%%%
Dim col As Integer, row As Integer, i As Integer, summ As Double
fault = False: row = 4: col = 2
inv in = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 4
R = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 6
T = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 8
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hours day = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 10
runLength = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
row = 7
col = 2
p vendor = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 4
p consumr = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 6
c orden = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 8
c inv = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 10
C shortg = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
row = 10
col = 2
max dem = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 4
alfa = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 6
lead min = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 8
lead max = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
row = 11
col = 6
lead min2 = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
col = 8
lead max2 = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,col)
If inv in < 0 Or R < 0 Or runLength < 0 Or hours day < 0 Or T
< 0 Then
MsgBox "Error: Negative Inventory or Negative Operation
Parameter"
fault = True
Exit Sub
End If
If p vendor < 0 Or p consumr < 0 Or c orden < 0 Or c inv < 0 Or
C shortg < 0 Then
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MsgBox "Error: Negative Cost"
fault = True
Exit Sub
End If
If alfa <= 0 Or max dem <= 0 Then
MsgBox "Error: Negative Demand"
fault = True
Exit Sub
End If
If T > runLength Then
MsgBox "Error: Invalid T "
fault = True
Exit Sub
End If
If lead min < 0 Or lead max = 0 Or lead max < lead min
Or lead max2 < lead min2 Or lead max >= runLength Or lead max2
>= runLength Then
MsgBox "Error: Invalid Lead Time"
fault = True
Exit Sub
End If
If hours day > 24 Or hours day <= 0 Then
MsgBox "Error: Invalid Hours of Operation"
fault = True
Exit Sub
End If
ReDim prob(max dem), x(max dem)
prob(0) = 0: col = 2: summ = 0
For i = 1 To max dem
row = i + 11
prob(i) = Libroxl.Application.Worksheets(n sheet).Cells(row,
col)
If prob(i) < 0 Then
MsgBox "Error: Negative Probability"
fault = True
Exit Sub
End If
summ = summ + prob(i)
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x(i) = CDbl(i)
Next i
If summ <> 1 Then
MsgBox "Error: Probabilities do not add up to 1"
fault = True
End If
generate alias max dem, prob, alias, q
alfa = alfa * 60
runLength = 60 * runLength * hours day
T = 60 * T * hours day
lead min = 60 * hours day * lead min
lead max = 60 * hours day * lead max
lead min2 = 60 * hours day * lead min2
lead max2 = 60 * hours day * lead max2
%%%% INVENTORY COSTS IN RIGHT UNITS %%%%
c inv = c inv * p vendor
C shortg = C shortg * p vendor
End Sub

Public Function simulating inventory(n sheet As Integer, inv in As Long,
R As Double, p vendor As Double, p consumr As Double, c orden As Double,
c inv As Double, alfa As Double, max dem As Long, lead min As Double,
lead max As Double, hours day As Double, runLength As Double, x() As
Double, alias() As Long, q() As Double, inv acum As Double, demand As
Long, shortage As Long, fault As Boolean, T As Double, C shortg As Double)
As Double
tot quantity = 0
num orders = 0
shortage acum = 0
total cost = 0
initiate inventory clock, inventory, inv in, times, alfa, inv acum,
demand, shortage, n transitions, minutes month, hours day, quantity,
max dem, x, alias, q, minutes day, after delivery
While clock < runLength
clock before = clock
If clock before >= times(2) Then
clock = times(3)
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type event = 3
Else
clock = times(2)
type event = 2
End If
If times(1) < clock Then
clock = times(1)
type event = 1
End If
%%%Transition of Inventory %%%
transition inventory clock, clock before, type event, quantity,
inventory, inv acum, demand, shortage, p vendor, p consumr, c orden,
c inv, after delivery, t1, t2, inv1, inv2, tot quantity, shortage acum,
runLength
%%% Event Generation %%%
generation inventory clock, times, T, type event, inventory, R,
alfa, lead min, lead max, max dem, x, alias, q, quantity, num orders
Wend
If runLength > t1 Then
avg inv = inv acum / (runLength - t1)
simulating inventory = (inv acum * c inv / minutes month)
+ (c orden * num orders) + (shortage acum * C shortg / minutes month)
End If
End Function

Public Sub initiate inventory(clock As Double, inventory As Long, inv in
As Long, times() As Double, alfa As Double, inv acum As Double, demand
As Long, shortage As Long, n transitions As Long, minutes month As Double,
hours day As Double, quantity() As Long, max dem As Long, x() As Double,
alias() As Long, q() As Double, minutes day As Double, after delivery
As Boolean)
clock = 0: inventory = inv in
times(1) = Expon(1, alfa): times(2) = 0: times(3) = 0
quantity(1) = discr alias(2, x, alias, q, max dem)
quantity(2) = 0: quantity(3) = 0
inv acum = 0: demand = 0: shortage = 0: n transitions = 0
after delivery = False
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minutes day = hours day * 60:
End Sub

minutes month = 1800 * hours day

Public Sub transition inventory(clock As Double, clock before As Double,
type event As Integer, quantity() As Long, inventory As Long, inv acum
As Double, demand As Long, shortage As Long, p vendor As Double, p consumr
As Double, c orden As Double, c inv As Double, after delivery As Boolean,
t1 As Double, t2 As Double, inv1 As Long, inv2 As Long, tot quantity
As Integer, shortage acum As Double, runLength As Double)
If after delivery = True Then
inv acum = inv acum + (clock - clock before) * inventory
If type event = 1 Then
shortage client = quantity(1) - inventory
inventory = 0
If shortage client < 0 Then
inventory = -shortage client
shortage client = 0
End If
If after delivery = True Then
shortage = shortage + shortage client
demand = demand + quantity(1)
If shortage client > 0 Then
shortage acum = shortage acum + (runLength - clock)
* shortage client
End If
End If
Else
If type event = 2 Then
If after delivery = False Then
after delivery = True
tot quantity = tot quantity + quantity(2)
t1 = clock: inv1 = inventory
Else
t2 = clock: inv2 = inventory
tot quantity = tot quantity + quantity(2)
End If
inventory = inventory + quantity(2)
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End If
End If
End Sub

Public Sub generation inventory(clock As Double, times() As Double,
T As Double, type event As Integer, inventory As Long, R As Double,
alfa As Double, lead min As Double, lead max As Double, max dem As Long,
x() As Double, alias() As Long, q() As Double, quantity() As Long, num orders
As Integer)
If type event = 1 Then
times(1) = clock + Expon(1, alfa)
quantity(1) = Int(discr alias(2, x, alias, q, max dem))
Else
If type event = 3 Then
times(3) = clock + T
num orders = num orders + 1
quantity(2) = R
times(2) = clock + unifo(3, lead min, lead max)
End If
End If
End Sub

Public Function Expo(seed As Long, beta As Double) As Double
%%% This function generates an exponentially distributed random variable%%%
uni = RanLL(seed)
Expo = -beta * Log(uni)
End Function

Public Function Expon(chain As Integer, beta As Double)
Expon = Expo(semillasLL(chain), beta)
End Function

Public Function unif(ix As Long, A As Double, b As Double) As Double
%%%This function generates a uniform random variable%%%
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uni = RanLL(ix)
unif = A + (b - A) * uni
End Function

Public Function unifo(chain As Integer, A As Double, b As Double) As
Double
unifo = unif(semillasLL(chain), A, b)
End Function

Public Function Bernoulli(chain As Integer)
%%%This function generates a Bernoulli random variable%%%
uni = RanLL(semillasLL(chain))
Bernoulli = 2 * Round(uni, 0) - 1
End Function

Public Sub generate alias(n As Long, p() As Double, alias() As Long,
q() As Double) Dim small() As Long, big() As Long, i As Long, ns As
Long, nb As Long, k As Long, j As Long ReDim q(n), alias(n), small(n),
big(n)
ns = 0: nb = 0
For i = 1 To n
q(i) = CDbl(n) * p(i)
If q(i) < 1 Then
ns = ns + 1
small(ns) = i
Else
nb = nb + 1
big(nb) = i
End If
Next i
While ns > 0
k = big(nb): j = small(ns)
alias(j) = k: q(k) = q(k) + q(j) - 1
ns = ns - 1
If q(k) < 1 Then
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nb = nb - 1:
End If

ns = ns + 1:

small(ns) = k

Wend
End Sub

Public Function disc alias(ix As Long, x() As Double, alias() As Long,
q() As Double, n As Long) As Double
%%%This function generates a discrete random variable%%%
uni = RanLL(ix): index = Int(CDbl(n) * uni) + 1
uni = RanLL(ix)
If uni <= q(index) Then
disc alias = x(index)
Else
disc alias = x(alias(index))
End If
End Function

Public Function discr alias(chain As Integer, x() As Double, alias()
As Long, q() As Double, n As Long) As Double
discr alias = disc alias(semillasLL(chain), x, alias, q, n)
End Function

Appendix D
ARENA Model and VBA Code to Simulate a
Manufacturing System

This program is used to simulate a manufacturing system and find a robust solution to the size of the five input buffers when machines are subject to
failures. The inputs are read from an Excel spread sheet, these inputs are: the
starting point, the cost of losing production capacity, the cost of each buffer
spot, and the cost of having an idle vehicle. The outputs are the estimates at
each SPSA iteration.
Option Explicit
Dim g Model As Arena.Model
Dim g SIMAN As Arena.SIMAN
Dim g inputRow As Long
Dim g outputRow As Long
Dim TCostplus(8) As Double
Dim TCostminus(8) As Double
Dim InputCapacity1 As Double
Dim InputCapacity2 As Double
Dim InputCapacity3 As Double
Dim InputCapacity4 As Double
Dim InputCapacity5 As Double
Dim Mean1up As Double
Dim Mean2up As Double
Dim Mean3up As Double
Dim Mean4up As Double
Dim Mean5up As Double
Dim IdleCost As Double
Dim SetUpCost As Double
Dim HoldingCost As Double
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Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

runffp As Double
runffm As Double
levelFp As Double
levelFm As Double
g ArenaDir As String
g XLInputFile As String
XL As Object
a inicial As Double
c As Double
A As Double
alpha As Double
gamma As Double
p As Integer
theta(5) As Double
thetaplus(5) As Double
thetaminus(5) As Double
delta(5) As Integer
ghat(5) As Double
yplus As Double
yminus As Double
ybarp As Double
ybarm As Double
varp As Double
varm As Double
count As Integer
k As Long
b As Integer
n hoja As Integer
a initial As Double
ak As Double
ck As Double
plus As Boolean

Public Sub ModelLogic RunBeginSimulation()
Set g Model = ThisDocument.Model
Set g SIMAN = g Model.SIMAN
InputCapacity1 = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("InputM1")
InputCapacity2 = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("InputM2")
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InputCapacity3 = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("InputM3")
InputCapacity4 = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("InputM4")
InputCapacity5 = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("InputM5")
Mean1up = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("Mean1up")
Mean2up = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("Mean2up")
Mean3up = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("Mean3up")
Mean4up = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("Mean4up")
Mean5up = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("Mean5up")
IdleCost = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("IdleCarCost")
SetUpCost = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("BufferSpotCost")
HoldingCost = g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("UnderUtilCost")
g inputRow = 5
runffp = 0
runffm = 0
Set XL = GetObject("", "Excel.Application")
g ArenaDir = Mid(g Model.FullName, 1,Len(g Model.FullName)-Len(g Model.Name))
g XLInputFile = g ArenaDir & "ArenaModelFails2.xls"
XL.Workbooks.Open g XLInputFile
%%Read data from Excel spreadsheet into global VBA variables%%
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity1) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow, 5)
theta(1) = XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow,5)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity2) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow + 1, 5)
theta(2) = XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow+1,5)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity3) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow + 2, 5)
theta(3) = XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow+2,5)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity4) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow + 3, 5)
theta(4) = XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow+3,5)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity5) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow + 4, 5)
theta(5) = XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(g inputRow+4,5)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(IdleCost) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 3)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(SetUpCost) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 5)
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g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(HoldingCost) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 7)
levelFp = XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(15, 3)
levelFm = XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(15, 5)
k = 0
b = 0
yplus = 0
yminus = 0
n hoja = 2
g outputRow = 2
a initial = a initial
c = c
A = 90
alpha = 0.602
gamma = 0.101
p = 5
plus = True
ak = a initial / (k + 1 + A) ^ alpha
ck = 1
For b = 1 To p
delta(b) = Bernoulli(25)
Next
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g outputRow,
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g outputRow,
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g outputRow,
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g outputRow,
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g outputRow,
g outputRow = g outputRow + 1
End Sub
Public Sub ModelLogic RunBeginReplication()
If plus = True Then
runffp = runffp + 1
thetaplus(1) = theta(1) + ck * delta(1)
thetaplus(2) = theta(2) + ck * delta(2)
thetaplus(3) = theta(3) + ck * delta(3)
thetaplus(4) = theta(4) + ck * delta(4)
thetaplus(5) = theta(5) + ck * delta(5)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

=
=
=
=
=

theta(1)
theta(2)
theta(3)
theta(4)
theta(5)
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g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity1) = thetaplus(1)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity2) = thetaplus(2)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity3) = thetaplus(3)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity4) = thetaplus(4)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity5) = thetaplus(5)
If thetaplus(1) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity1) = 0
End If
If thetaplus(1) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity1) = 35
End If
If thetaplus(2) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity2) = 0
End If
If thetaplus(2) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity2) = 35
End If
If thetaplus(3) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity3) = 0
End If
If thetaplus(3) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity3) = 35
End If
If thetaplus(4) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity4) = 0
End If
If thetaplus(4) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity4) = 35
End If
If thetaplus(5) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity5) = 0
End If
If thetaplus(5) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity5) = 35
End If
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(IdleCost) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 3)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(SetUpCost) =
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XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 5)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(HoldingCost) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 7)
If runffp = 1 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up) =
End If
If runffp = 2 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up) =
End If
If runffp = 3 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up) =
End If
If runffp = 4 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up) =
End If
If runffp = 5 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up) =
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up) =
End If

levelFm
levelFm
levelFm
levelFp
levelFp

levelFp
levelFm
levelFm
levelFm
levelFm

levelFm
levelFp
levelFm
levelFm
levelFp

levelFp
levelFp
levelFm
levelFp
levelFm

levelFm
levelFm
levelFp
levelFp
levelFm
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If runffp = 6 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
If runffp = 7 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
If runffp = 8 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If

=
=
=
=
=

levelFp
levelFm
levelFp
levelFm
levelFp

=
=
=
=
=

levelFm
levelFp
levelFp
levelFm
levelFm

=
=
=
=
=

levelFp
levelFp
levelFp
levelFp
levelFp

Else
runffm = runffm + 1
thetaminus(1) = theta(1) - ck * delta(1)
thetaminus(2) = theta(2) - ck * delta(2)
thetaminus(3) = theta(3) - ck * delta(3)
thetaminus(4) = theta(4) - ck * delta(4)
thetaminus(5) = theta(5) - ck * delta(5)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity1) = thetaminus(1)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity2) = thetaminus(2)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity3) = thetaminus(3)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity4) = thetaminus(4)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity5) = thetaminus(5)
If thetaminus(1) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity1) = 0
End If
If thetaminus(1) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity1) = 35
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End If
If thetaminus(2) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity2) = 0
End If
If thetaminus(2) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity2) = 35
End If
If thetaminus(3) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity3) = 0
End If
If thetaminus(3) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity3) = 35
End If
If thetaminus(4) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity4) = 0
End If
If thetaminus(4) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity4) = 35
End If
If thetaminus(5) < 0 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity5) = 0
End If
If thetaminus(5) > 35 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(InputCapacity5) = 35
End If
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(IdleCost) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 3)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(SetUpCost) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 5)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(HoldingCost) =
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(1).Cells(14, 7)
If runffm = 1 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up) = levelFm
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up) = levelFm
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up) = levelFm
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up) = levelFp
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up) = levelFp
End If
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If runffm = 2 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
If runffm = 3 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
If runffm = 4 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
If runffm = 5 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
If runffm = 6 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
If runffm = 7 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)

=
=
=
=
=

levelFp
levelFm
levelFm
levelFm
levelFm

=
=
=
=
=

levelFm
levelFp
levelFm
levelFm
levelFp

=
=
=
=
=

levelFp
levelFp
levelFm
levelFp
levelFm

=
=
=
=
=

levelFm
levelFm
levelFp
levelFp
levelFm

=
=
=
=
=

levelFp
levelFm
levelFp
levelFm
levelFp

= levelFm
= levelFp
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g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
If runffm = 8 Then
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean1up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean2up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean3up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean4up)
g SIMAN.VariableArrayValue(Mean5up)
End If
End If
End Sub

= levelFp
= levelFm
= levelFm

=
=
=
=
=

levelFp
levelFp
levelFp
levelFp
levelFp

Sub ModelLogic RunEnd()
XL.Save
XL.Quit
End Sub

Private Sub ModelLogic RunEndReplication()
If plus = True Then
TCostplus(runffp) = g SIMAN.OutputStatisticValue
(g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("TCost"))
If runffp = 8 Then
plus = False
End If
Else
TCostminus(runffm) = g SIMAN.OutputStatisticValue
(g SIMAN.SymbolNumber("TCost"))
If runffm = 8 Then
plus = True
End If
End If
If runffp = 8 And runffm = 8 Then
ybarp = (TCostplus(1)+TCostplus(2)+TCostplus(3)+TCostplus(4)+
TCostplus(5)+TCostplus(6)+TCostplus(7)+TCostplus(8))/8
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ybarm = (TCostminus(1)+TCostminus(2)+TCostminus(3)+TCostminus(4)+
TCostminus(5)+TCostminus(6)+TCostminus(7)+TCostminus(8))/8
varp = ((TCostplus(1) - ybarp)^2 + (TCostplus(2) - ybarp)^2 +
(TCostplus(3) - ybarp)^2 + (TCostplus(4) - ybarp)^2 +
(TCostplus(5) - ybarp)^2 + (TCostplus(6) - ybarp)^2 +
(TCostplus(7) - ybarp)^2 + (TCostplus(8) - ybarp)^2) / 7
varm = ((TCostminus(1) - ybarm)^2+(TCostminus(2) - ybarm)^2 +
(TCostminus(3) - ybarm)^2 + (TCostminus(4) - ybarm)^2 +
(TCostminus(5) - ybarm)^2 + (TCostminus(6) - ybarm)^2 +
(TCostminus(7) - ybarm)^2 + (TCostminus(8) - ybarm)^2) / 7
yplus = varp + ybarp ^ 2
yminus = varm + ybarm ^ 2
ghat(1) = Int((yplus - yminus) / (2 * ck * delta(1)))
ghat(2) = Int((yplus - yminus) / (2 * ck * delta(2)))
ghat(3) = Int((yplus - yminus) / (2 * ck * delta(3)))
ghat(4) = Int((yplus - yminus) / (2 * ck * delta(4)))
ghat(5) = Int((yplus - yminus) / (2 * ck * delta(5)))
theta(1) = theta(1) - Int((ak * ghat(1)))
theta(2) = theta(2) - Int((ak * ghat(2)))
theta(3) = theta(3) - Int((ak * ghat(3)))
theta(4) = theta(4) - Int((ak * ghat(4)))
theta(5) = theta(5) - Int((ak * ghat(5)))
If theta(1) < 0 Then
theta(1) = 0
End If
If theta(1) > 35 Then
theta(1) = 35
End If
If theta(2) < 0 Then
theta(2) = 0
End If
If theta(2) > 35 Then
theta(2) = 35
End If
If theta(3) < 0 Then
theta(3) = 0
End If
If theta(3) > 35 Then
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theta(3) = 35
End If
If theta(4) < 0 Then
theta(4) = 0
End If
If theta(4) > 35 Then
theta(4) = 35
End If
If theta(5) < 0 Then
theta(5) = 0
End If
If theta(5) > 35 Then
theta(5) = 35
End If
k = k + 1
ak = a initial / (k + 1 + A) ^ alpha
ck = 1
For b = 1 To p
delta(b) = Bernoulli(26)
Next
plus = True
runffp = 0
runffm = 0
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g
XL.Workbooks(1).Worksheets(n hoja).Cells(g
g outputRow = g outputRow + 1
End If
End Sub

outputRow,
outputRow,
outputRow,
outputRow,
outputRow,
outputRow,

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
7)

=
=
=
=
=
=

theta(1)
theta(2)
theta(3)
theta(4)
theta(5)
k

Figure D.1: Snapshot of the modules in the ARENA model
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Figure D.2: Snapshot of the spreadsheet that accompanies the ARENA model
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